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A B S T R A C T 
 

Professor Hauser is currently chairman of the Israeli Securities Authority. 
 
Professor Hauser was Dean of faculty of Business Administration at ONO Academic College 
(2008-2011) and Full Professor, Ben-Gurion. Ph.D. Temple University, USA; M.A. in Finance and 
B.A. in Statistics and Economics, The Hebrew University, Jerusalem. He was a visiting professor 
at Rutgers University and Temple University in the US, and Hebrew University, Israel.  
 
Professor Hauser is the former Chief Economist, Israel Securities Authority, chairperson of a 
Public Committee on ‘Do we need market makers on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange? (Hauser 
Committee 1)", and a Public Committee on “Ways to minimize manipulation in the option market 
and thinly traded stocks? (Hauser Committee 2)". He is currently, Director in some leading 
financial firms, Owner of Nerative Ltd Economic consulting, owner and chairman. Hauser-Levy 
Ltd., Startup Investment Club, chairman.  
 
He is also former economic consultant to the Economic Committee of the Knesset (Israeli 
Parliament) investigating the Banks' fees. Former chairman of Gaon Mea-net Market Making Ltd. 
and Director in Maalot Rating Agency 
 
Professor Hauser Published numerous research papers on the Israeli capital market, as part of 
his work at the Securities Commission and the University, more than any other Israeli researcher 
on the Israeli capital markets. The papers were published in prestigious American journals 
including Journal of Finance, Journal of Financial Economics, Review of Financial Studies, 
Journal of Business, Journal of law and Economics, and many others. His work encompasses a 
wide variety of fields including: study of voting rights following the change in the securities law 
prohibiting issuing shares with dual voting rights; use of voting rights by institutional investors; 
efficiency of IPOs; the relationship between a company’s profitability and ownership; corporate 
dividend policy, executive compensation and profitability; the efficiency of trading mechanisms; 
on the value of expert opinion on corporate valuations;  manipulation in the securities markets; 
etc. 
 


